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What is Royal Farm?
ROYAL FARM is a decentralized application built on the BNB Smart Chain that pays you
9% daily on average on your BNB deposit into the ROYAL FARM contract. The daily
percentage ROI depends on users’ actions that are taken within the platform that impact
the PLANT’s growing rate. The growing efficiency rate rises and falls as users plant seeds,
re-plant earnings and harvest BNB rewards.

What is the minimum deposit?
Minimum deposit is 0.01 BNB. If there are rewards in the “Rewards” section and you
make a new deposit both the new deposit and rewards are transferred into SEED

What will my daily percentage be?
Daily percentage is up to 9% This depends on harvest habits, the time of day you re-plant
or deposit and TVL fluctuation. Average daily return is 7-9%
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What is seed price?
Seeds do not have a set price. Higher TVL more Seeds per BNB, Lower TVL less Seeds. This
creates level playing field so no user can be late. There is NO calculator available to work
this out.

What are ‘SEEDS’?
Seeds are the miners that are hired with BNB and work to get your rewards. This is just a
term we decided to use. Crypto OGs will know ‘Seed’ as BNB

What happens if i always harvest?
If you always harvest, your daily percentage will drop dramatically and will not receive
the highest daily returns. This is the anti-whale mechanism that preventing a whale
draining the TVL.
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Where are my referral reward?
Your referrals show up in the ‘Rewards’ Section of the Royal Farm dApp. Referrals are
straight 13% of deposit or compounded seeds. 1 BNB deposit equals 0.13 BNB

Can I get my initial back?
Royal Farm is a locked rewards pool, so no. You get your initial back over time through
the my rewards section of the dApp

Do Seed amount decrease when you harvest?
No, the ‘Seed’ amount will not change. If you make a new deposit or re-plant the amount
will increase but not when you harvest (take rewards). The ‘Seed’ are less efficient over
time if you harvest too much.
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Is re-planting more often better, 2 or 3 times a day?
Re-planting is the same as compounding. so essentially yes. You will need to pay
standard BSC gas fees for every re-plant.

What is minimum re-plant?
There is no minimum re-plant requirements. You will always be charged standard BSC
BEP20 gas fees for every interaction with the contract.

Is this sustainable?
Yes, as long as there is TVL in the contract then there will always be rewards. The greedy
people who harvest too much get punished and get lower and lower rewards. It will last a
long time the higher the TVL is.
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What is the best strategy?
Once the contract is deployed it cannot be changed or altered in any way shape or form. It
is tested and verified. You can view this on bscscan.com and it is found on the website.

The 6/1 Strategy explained?
It is 6 days not harvest. In those 6 days yes you can re-plant as many times desired. It is
just compounding faster.

Is it too late to invest?
No, the contract is written to provide an optimal entry for any and all users, new or old.
This is the reason the seed per BNB amount changes frequently with TVL fluctuation to
provide an even playing field for any new user coming to Royal Farm and not giving the
first user/s a head-start.
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What are the fees?
There is 3% dev fee taken upon all deposits and withdraw from ROYAL FARM Miner.
Standard BSC network gas fees are required for EVERY transaction made deposits,
withdraws and re-plant. Common issue when re-planting is no gas fees!

Can contract functions be added?
No, the contract is immutable and cannot be changed. The contract works perfectly well
as it is. No wallets can be blacklisted, no forcing people to re-plant 6 days and eat 1 day a
week. Nothing can be changed.

Does it have an anti whale mechanism?
The contract has an in-built anti-whale mechanism. This works as follows; User 1 re-plant
6:1 gets highest daily percentage in that 24 hour period. User 2 does 5:2 gets a lower
percentage. User 3 does 4:3 gets lower percentage again. This happens all the way until
the user who eats continually rewards will drop to 0.5% per 24 hour period. This is to
prevent 1 user draining the TVL, creating sustainability.
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GLOSSARY
dApp: Digital applications that run on a blockchain network of computers instead of relying on a
single computer. Because dApps are decentralized, they are free from the control and interference
of a single authority Contract: Cryptocurrencies definition is; smart contracts that execute
functions on the blockchain. Farmers: The term for The Farm House Smart contract miners,
acquired by depositing BNB into the DeFi protocol. Farmers are what earn you your accumulated
rewards
TVL: Total value locked (TVL) is the overall value of crypto assets deposited in a decentralized
finance (DeFi) protocol – or in DeFi protocols generally

Re-planting: Re-planting is the ability of your initial investment reward to generate
more earnings, which are reinvested with the goal of generating more BNB rewards.

Disclaimer:
We DO NOT guarantee 9% a day, it is up to 9%. Do not invest more than you
can afford to lose.
www.royalfarm.io

